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a word from the director
Greetings GALA fam! It’s been a
busy few months at GALA and we’re
excited for this 3rd edition of the
GALA Times.
GALA recently partnered with Anglo
American to host an exhibition at
their headquarters in downtown Johannesburg which speaks to South
Africa’s history on the fight for freedom and liberation of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, intersex and
queer people. The keynote address
was given by South African athletic legend Caster Semenya, whose
brilliance, strength, resilience and
tenacity are an inspiration, particularly to queer youth, the world over.

queer icon:

lesbian and gay Pride Parade to take
place on the African continent in
Johannesburg in October 1990. The
video footage provided a glimpse
into that historic day and showed
that there were members of the
community who marched with paper bags covering their heads for
fear of being recognised. At that
As part of the event, we were able time, homosexual sex was still a
to show a short video clip of the first criminal act which could land you in
jail. As we embark on Pride Month
in South Africa, I think it’s important
for us to acknowledge the remarka+27117174239
www.gala.co.za
ble gains we have made.
PO Box 31719, Braamfontein, 2017

7th Floor University Corner
corner Jorissen Street and Bertha Street
Braamfontein, Johannesburg

What was also shown in the video
were those individuals who took the
courageous steps of becoming the
faces of the LGBTIQ movement in
South Africa. These include Justice
Edwin Cameron, Simon Nkoli, Bev
Palesa Ditsie and Donné Rundle.

Justice Edwin Cameron

The theme of this issue of GALA
Times is ‘Legacy’ and we wish to
recognise and acknowledge the extraordinary lives of South African
legends whose contribution to the
liberation of LGBTIQ people was
critical to the constitutional and
democratic project in South Africa.
Many of these legends have had
to endure great suffering and have
sacrificed so much in the hope that
all people should live a life of freedom and dignity.
GALA’s patron, Justice Edwin Cameron, retired as a Constitutional
Court Judge on 20 August 2019. In
this issue we pay tribute to the legacy Cameron has left both to the
country, and to the Archive.
Keval Harie
(Director)
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womxns’ work

“Pray God you can cope
States of America was started on
I stand outside this wom[x]n’s work 28 June 1969 after the famous
This wom[x]n’s world.”
Stonewall riots that included not
only gays and lesbians, but people
This Wom[x]n’s Work across the spectrum. Legend has it,
Kate Bush, 1989 that trans activist Marsha P. Johnson threw the first brick (some say a
The dictionary definition of a brick- shot glass) at the police and started
layer is “[…] a person who can what is known as one of the most
construct walls, houses and oth- famous moments of resistance in
er structures with bricks”. This is a queer history. The renowned trans
description that implies that the activist Sylvia Riviera’s name has
expertise of the bricklayer is not also become synonymous with this
determined by what they can build moment in history that paved the
out of the bricks, but rather that way for LGBTIQ rights in the US. It is
the very nature of their work is to only recently that names like Marlay the bricks down, one by one, in sha P. Johnson and Sylvia Riviera are
order to create or build something, being used to refer to the queer acwhether it is a wall, a house or oth- tivist movement in America. Today
er structures. Without the bricklay- you can watch Netflix documentaers that create the very same foun- ries about these amazing womxn
dations of structures we take for and their legacies are honoured on
granted each day, the architects and public murals, billboards and merengineers that we respect for their chandise decorated with rainbows,
knowledge, would have nothing to but were they recognised for their
take credit for. Whether we like it or work whilst they were alive?
not, this dynamic plays out in queer
civil society, where those who lay Johnson and Riviera founded
the foundations of our movement S.T.A.R. (Street Transvestite Action
are the most marginalised and get Revolutionaries), an organisation
the least recognition, yet leave last- that helped many trans womxn that
ing legacies behind when they leave were homeless and members of the
this world.
queer community who were affected by the HIV/AIDS crisis of the ‘80s
The bricklayers of the queer ac- and ‘90s. Johnson died at age 47 in
tivist movement are those who 1992. Her body was found in the
have done the hardest work on the Hudson River, the morning after a
ground: helping trans people who pride march. Ten years later, Riviera
are incarcerated to have their rights died at age 51 of liver cancer after
recognised, providing shelter and struggling with being homeless for
food for homeless trans sex work- most of her life.
ers, disrupting spaces to make sure
the voices of the most marginalised These strong womxn were driven to
are heard, looking after the sick and do the urgent work on the ground
dying members of the LGBTIQ com- that very few people are willing to
munity and being mothers to those do; important work that is needed
who have been rejected by their to be done every day to fight for the
own families. What is known as the lives of the community they served.
“gay rights” movement in the
The hard work that still goes

unnoticed today, even in the queer
activist movements of South Africa.
South African activists Leigh Davids
and Ayanda Denge had that same
drive to do the work that too often
is ignored, brushed off and pushed
to the sidelines of the LGBTIQ activist movement. They possessed that
unstoppable strength and commitment to make sure that the voices
on the margins of society are listened to, even if it meant that people were forced to listen and made
to feel their innermost uncomfortable feelings. They did not have the
time to care about your feelings.
They cared about their sisters who
are dying on the very same streets
that they were forced to sleep on
because trans homeless sex workers make society uncomfortable.
Leigh and Ayanda occupied spaces
that many would fear to inhabit and
though different in their approach
to advocacy, would always make the
dark underbelly of society visible
in queer activist spaces that often
could not stomach the lived realities
of the communities that Leigh and
Ayanda represented.
Leigh’s approach to her advocacy
work was loud and unapologetically
ferocious. Her words could be described as a piercing, painful truth
without bells and whistles or pretty trimmings. Her words would cut
you deep within your very soul and
would make you question who you
are, and what it is that “you think
you are doing”. She also broke you
down only to build you up slightly- by cracking a joke with a hint of
sarcastic humour and the flash of a
mischievous smile. That is how she
would leave you after disrupting
conferences and public platforms.
She would make you question your
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role, your work and your priorities
in life whilst at the same time make
you fall hopelessly in love with her,
only to realise that she would always
be beyond your reach. Leigh Davids
was one of the founders of Sistaazhood, a support group for trans and
homeless sex workers who live on
the streets of Cape Town.

and shaking us to our core, because
she knew that her story represented
the lived realities of so many people
who will never have the opportunity
to even be invited to speak on these
public platforms. Her message was
always conveyed with a lot of empathy and grace, albeit harsh and
uncomfortable at times.

Ayanda had a far more forgiving approach to her advocacy work and
managed to reach people in very
impactful ways just by sharing her
story. She was passionate about her
writing and poetry and used her
art to make people aware of the
real struggles trans womxn on the
streets are facing. She shared her
story often and one could see how
painful it was for her to do so in
public spaces. Nevertheless, Ayanda bravely continued speaking up

In 2019, we tragically lost both of
these unforgettable womxn and it
has become evident that there is a
gaping hole in our activist spaces;
the space nobody wants to occupy
actively, but many still do by default
as they carry the memories of all
the sisters who have occupied that
same space before them. There is a
haunting presence that is informed
by the absence of these incredible
womxn and the hardest pill to swallow is the fact that we know they
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have done the work that has formed
the foundation of our queer activist
movement, yet we still continue to
shy away from the realities that so
many of the mothers and sisters in
our community are facing every day.
These are the realities that activists
like Leigh Davids, Ayanda Denge,
Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Riviera made visible through their work.
These womxn built us and continue
to build on our beings every day.
Let’s honour their legacies that
transcend our activist spaces and
that take us into the streets where
trans femme leadership is changing lives on the daily. Let us honour
their work by making space for the
bricklayers of our movement to get
the recognition they deserve.
Genevieve Louw
(Programmes Manager)

Leigh Davids and Ayanda Denge at the Sistaazhood stand, at the Kopano gathering organised by The Other Foundation at Freedom
Park in Pretoria in 2017. Photo Credit: Lesego Tlhwale, 2017
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archive spotlight:

legal legacies –

the edwin

cameron
collection

The battle for, recognition and
securing of LGBTIQ rights has of
course, in part, played out in the
courts. GALA therefore has a substantial amount of material relating to these campaigns and cases,
such as the inclusion of the equality
clause in South Africa’s new constitution in 1996, repealing of the
Sodomy laws in 1998, as well as
subsequent legal campaigns, mostly
organised through the now defunct
National Coalition for Gay & Lesbian
Equality (NCGLE) and its successor,
the Lesbian & Gay Equality Project
(LGEP), and we have large archive
collections for both these organisations.
But in this issue, we pay tribute to

National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian
Equality poster for the Constitution in
1996
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Africa. The material reflects theleading role Cameron played over
the years in, amongst others, the
AIDS Law Project, the non-government national AIDS Consortium, the
national AIDS Convention, as well as
the drafting of a Charter of Rights
on HIV/ AIDS.

Other material relates to legal cases pertaining to homosexuality in
South Africa, some of which is restricted, as well as correspondence
and organisational material relating
to Cameron’s activities on behalf of
the collection of Justice Edwin Cam- gay and lesbian rights organisations
eron, GALA’s patron and human and activists in South Africa.
rights warrior, and recently retired
Lastly, the collection contains reConstitutional Court Judge.
search material and project files for
Cameron’s extensive collection at Defiant Desire, and a small amount
GALA reflects his prolific and es- of material containing information
teemed legal career, as well as his on Cameron’s personal history and
LGBTIQ and HIV/AIDS activism. At background, giving an insight into
present, Cameron’s collection re- his childhood, education and caflects mostly his earlier years as an reer before he became a recognised
activist and legal campaigner, with public figure.
the material dating largely between
1990 and 2005, though we are Edwin, we thank you for being a livhopeful that Cameron will be add- ing contributor to the archive, for
fighting for our rights in the courts,
ing to his GALA collection.
and out, and for being an overall inA significant amount of Cameron’s credible human.
Linda Chernis
collection pertains to the history of
(Archivist)
the HIV/ AIDS epidemic in South

Book Cover of Witness to AIDS, by Edwin
Cameron, 2005

Book cover of Defiant Desire: gay and lesbian lives in South Africa, edited by Mark
Gevisser and Edwin Cameron, 1994
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open letter of thanks to GALA patron: justice edwin cameron
Dear Justice Edwin Cameron,
On behalf of the board and staff of The
GALA Archive, we want to take this opportunity to acknowledge the pivotal
role you have played in advancing the
rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex and queer (LGBTIQ)
people in South Africa during your period serving the judiciary. We are immensely proud and honoured to have
you as our patron.
As you well know, the role of the queer
archive is to ensure that the histories,
narratives and lived experiences of LGBTIQ people are never again relegated
to obscurity. History has not been kind
to queer people; we’ve been ridiculed,
shamed, feared and reviled. Archives
allow us the opportunity to celebrate
and acknowledge those within our history and contemporary world whose
personal convictions committed them
to seeing a different world. It is one in
which diversity is celebrated and the
sense of self-worth of each and every
person is affirmed. This is indeed what
Pride is about.

Africa and this is reflected by people’s
own accounts of their experiences of
you. On your last day as a Justice of
the Constitutional Court, many people
across the spectrum of age, race, gender, and sexual orientation used social
media channels to post their memories
of you and their gratitude for your service. There were recollections of your
kindness and humility, testaments to
the inspiration you have provided to
generations of South Africans, and acknowledgements of your hard work
and ethic.

Twenty-five years on from our first
democratic election, the need for role
models for young queer people is felt
now more than ever. We need to inspire a generation of activists, writers,
artists, lawyers and other agents of
social change to battle against continuing social inequality, to challenge
state abuse of power, and to collectively eradicate the high levels of violence
experienced most by the vulnerable
members of our society. As The GALA
Archive’s patron, you serve in this role,
and regularly set an example for people
to follow as they seek out transformaIt is thus fitting that The GALA Archive tive ways to advance our Constitution.
proudly calls you our patron. In 2005
you, together with Archbishop Emer- Your impact on legal scholarly research
itus Tutu, graciously accepted the re- and its contribution to the shaping of
quest to become The GALA Archive’s the post-apartheid legal dispensation
patron. Neither you nor Tata Tutu hes- has been a critical enabler of human
itated in lending your support to the rights for LGBTIQ people. In the ‘90s,
project of reclaiming and re-affirming during the watershed moments of our
the histories and narratives of LGBTIQ country’s human rights evolution, you
oversaw the contributions of the gay
people in South Africa.
and lesbian movement in the negotiaApart from being our patron, your pub- tions towards a democratic transition,
lic presence as an activist, lawyer, ju- thereby ensuring that South Africa berist and gay man is a personification of came the first country in the world to
your contribution to the freedom and include sexual orientation as protectliberation of our people. Your humility ed grounds against discrimination in
is evidenced in your ability to ensure the Constitution. During this time you
that your voice doesn’t drown out the also delivered your inaugural lecture at
voices of others who don’t enjoy the the University of the Witwatersrand,
privilege afforded to you as a white, entitled “Sexual Orientation and the
gay man. You have always sought to Constitution: A Test Case for Human
use your position to insist that many Rights,” which, with other work, was inother LGBTIQ people are not just wa- fluential in securing the express inclusion of sexual orientation in the South
termarked in the pages of history.
African Constitution.
You have made a tremendous positive
You have always been acutely aware of
impact on the lives of many in South

the importance of your role as one of
the final arbiters of law in South Africa. Your positionality as a publicly out
gay man on the Bench has profoundly
impacted countless LGBTIQ people. In
addition, your leading contribution to
the development of equality jurisprudence in South Africa has had a material effect on the advancement of dignity,
equal treatment and inclusion for LGBTIQ people across the country.
Having played a crucial role in the
translation of the Constitution into legal and jurisprudential practice, you
have contributed immensely to the realisation of constitutional aspirations
that, as maintained in your journal
article “Rights, Constitutionalism and
the Rule of Law” (1997), “embod[y]
our best hopes and our highest aspirations” in transforming society towards
justice. The many judgements you have
penned stand testimony to this. And,
when we couldn’t rely solely on the law
and courts to provide just or equitable
outcomes, you took the courageous
position of speaking out against power
abuse and denialism in the midst of the
AIDS crisis in South Africa. In addition,
you have also used your position to advocate for the rights of LGBTIQ people
the world over. In 2001 and 2002 you
lectured judges and lawyers across
India on gay rights, with the Lawyers
Collective, which many activists there
credit to planting the seeds for the
changes in judicial understanding of
the necessity to strike down sodomy
laws in that country.
Thank you for continuing to be a steady
champion of The GALA Archive and of
rights and justice for all South Africans
– especially those at the social and economic margins. As you enter this next
chapter of your remarkable life journey,
we wish you everything of the best.
With gratitude from all of us at The
GALA Archive,
Keval Harie, Director

(This open letter was first published in
the Mail & Guardian on the 29th of August, 2019)
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justice for jade
As we seek to honour those who
have played an instrumental part
in establishing our queer legacies,
it is necessary to also acknowledge
the legends of today. On Monday
23 September 2019, the Equality
Court in the Western Cape handed
down its judgment in the matter of
September vs Subramoney N.O and
Others. Jade September is a transgender woman currently serving a
prison sentence inside a male correctional facility. While incarcerated, prison officials denied her the
right to express her gender through
her hairstyle, dress, and use of small
amounts of make-up. She has also
been subject to verbal abuse and
harassment from prison officials,
and at one stage placed in segregated confinement after trying to
express her gender.
Jade September sought relief from
the Court for the violation of her
fundamental constitutional rights to
equality and human dignity, including an order that the respondents

permit her to express her gender,
and that her gender identity be respected and protected while incarcerated. September was represented by Lawyers for Human Rights,
and her matter was heard on 26
and 27 November 2018. Gender
Dynamix, represented by the Legal
Resources Centre, were admitted as
friends of the court.
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introduce transgender sensitivity
training for current and new employees.

The outcome of Jade September’s
case is a remarkable moment in
our country’s legal jurisprudence
as it secures the rights of transgender people who are held in incarceration because each and every
person in South Africa, even those
In a fundamental judgment, the who have committed crimes in their
Court held that refusal to allow a past, deserve the full protection of
transgender person to express their law.
gender identity is unfair discrimination that violates both the right to September’s determination and
equality and section 8 of the Pro- resolve to hold the state accountmotion of Equality and Prevention able in upholding her rights as enof Unfair Discrimination Act. The shrined in the Constitution will have
Court therefore ordered prison far-reaching implications for the
officials to allow Jade September rights of transgender persons in
and others similarly placed to wear South Africa. She has endured far
female underwear, keep her hair too much in order to remind us of
long and wear make-up, as well as what our constitution requires of all
address her as a woman and use of us. Her legacy should not be forfemale pronouns when referring to gotten.
Keval Harie
her. The Department of Correction(Director)
al Services was also ordered to

Public demonstration in solidarity with Jade September, outside the Cape High Court, 23 September 2019.
Photo courtesy of Gender DynamiX
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adding to the legacy -

the out in africa collection
As an archive the sad reality is that
often-times material is donated to
us when a person or organisation
reaches an end. Although we try
our best to archive the present, as
a small team with limited resources,
we are often only able to scratch the
surface. And that is why donating to
the archive remains so important.

Out In Africa Film Festival poster, 2008

Thursdays 4 - 6 pm in the
GALA Library
For more info, email:
cameronanzio@gmail.com

material, annual reports, financial
statements, workshop and film
course documents, correspondence, posters, programs and flyers,
as well as the films themselves.
The OIA collection is an invaluable
resource to researchers studying
queer film and culture that can’t
be found anywhere else. OIA holds
an important place in South Africa’s
queer history and played an integral
part in the quest for queer visibility throughout the 20 years it was
active. Although the Festival has
come to an end, its legacy and history remain well preserved in the
archives.

Over the last year we have received
a large amount of material (I’m talking over 200 boxes!) from the sadly
no-more Out in Africa Gay and Lesbian Film Festival (OIA). GALA already
had a substantial collection for OIA,
as the organisers (Nodi Murphy and
Theresa Raizenberg) have long understood and supported the need
We thank Nodi and Theresa for
for archiving.
their donation, and all their work on
The Out in Africa (OIA) Gay & Les- sorting the material before sending
bian Film Festival was launched in it to us. By donating this material to
1994 and set out to address the GALA, the Festival lives on.
lack of visibility of LGBTIQ people in
“Film is the most powerful
South African cultural life. The Fescommunication tool, so it was
tival also aimed to serve as a platimportant for all of us to see
form for discussion, to showcase
ourselves affirmed on screens
films from around the world, and
for the first time. That was
to stimulate and promote a hometrue for 23 million black South
grown film industry. The Festival ran
Africans but also for a million
annually in large cities like Johanqueers. I don’t see gay and
nesburg and Cape Town (and somelesbian films as a tool to help
times Pretoria and Durban), with
straight people understand
smaller “satellite” film festivals in
us; I see them as a tool to asother towns and cities as part of an
sist gays and lesbians to come
outreach programme. Films were
out, to love themselves, and
sometimes followed by question
to be amused and affirmed by
and answer sessions or panel disseeing themselves on screen.”
cussions. After 20 years, OIA closed
its doors at the end of 2014, largely
- Festival Director Nodi Murphy
due to lack of funding.
talks about starting OIA in 1994
in an interview with Balancing
GALA’s OIA collection covers the
Act Africa, Issue no. 116, October
bulk of OIA’s organisational material
2011.
from its inception in 1994, to its cloLinda Chernis
sure in 2014. The material includes
(Archivist)
press coverage and marketing
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launch of meanwhile…

On Sunday 29 September 2019
GALA and the Qintu Collab held
the launch of Meanwhile... Graphic
short stories about everyday queer
life in Southern and East Africa at
the Johannesburg Art Gallery (JAG).
Meanwhile… is an imprint of GALA’s
MaThoko’s Books that features contributions by eighteen queer youth
from Botswana, Kenya and Zimbabwe, two academics, three artists
and a journalist, offering a refreshing antidote to one-dimensional depictions of African queer identities.
The Qintu Collab was formed to allow young queer people from a few
African countries to come together,
share experiences and create context-specific, queer-positive media

Book cover of Meanwhile... Graphic
short stories about everyday queer life
in Southern and East Africa, by the Qintu
Collab, 2019
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that documents relatable stories
about and for queer African youth.
We see this as a necessary step in
developing a complex archive of
queer African life, whilst also personalising queer experiences and
challenging prejudicial stereotypes.
Collab participants created personal timelines, and made visual maps
of their bodies, relationships, and
spaces. They then worked with
comic artists to develop stories representing their own lives/narratives
into Africa’s first queer collaborative
comic.

of queer and African identities, offering a sometimes radical re-imagining of life on the continent.
The book captures the visual representation of queer life in Africa
and depicts a range of human emotions and experiences from contributors who identify variously along
the sexuality and gender spectrums.
The writers showcase their artistry in delightful, thought-provoking
ways.

Donate to GALA

GALA is a non-profit organisation that relies solely on donor funding. Any and all
donations are welcome.

A selection of frames from Meanwhile... has been featured in JAG’s
Current exhibition, The Art of ComMeanwhile… brings together con- ics. The exhibtion will be open until
temporary stories, affirming and the 15th of November, 2019.
disquieting stories, urban and rural
stories. At its heart, the collection Meanwhile… is available for purcelebrates the diversity and fluidity chase from GALA for R120.00.

The GALA Archive is a living archive. This
means that we never stop collecting.
You can donate to:
Bank name: Investec
Do you have documents, posters, flyers, Account name: Gay and Lesbian Memory
photographs, t-shirts or other items you in Action Trust
would like to donate? Do you want your Account number: 100 1183 4713
story, or that of your organisation, recorded Branch name and code: 580105
and/or preserved? Your stories and contri- Type of account: Current
butions are important. Help us document Swift code: iveszajjxxx
the present in order to preserve the past.
or via snapscan:
Your contribution matters.
*Please note that Gala is
a registered non-profit
Please contact our archivist, Linda Chernis:
trust with S18A status,
linda.chernis@wits.ac.za
meaning that neither
you nor Gala pays donaDonations of books with queer content are
tions tax, and that donawelcome additions to the Cooper-Sparks
tions are deductible from
Library that is housed at the GALA offices.
your taxable income.

